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Tweet
RT @AIANational: How can we bridge the gap between architecture
school and practice? Let's chat about it Wed June 6 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/fVYnpugW #aiachat
AIANational
@aishadbdesigner Yep, it's tomorrow, June 6, at 2 pm ET. We're
chatting about architecture education. Be there or be square! :) #
aiachat
AIANational
What should students learn in architecture school? Let's chat Wed,
6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're joining us. #aiachat
DetrminedDesign @aianational I'm considering a graudate architeture programs will be
tuning in for this chat! #aiachat
jaimarq
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
jaimarq
What should students learn in architecture school? Let's chat Wed,
6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/yDp4KzFT RT if you're joining us. #aiachat
Alexandra_Rice
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
SamFoxSchool
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
yafstl
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
arwilson87
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
DRAlmada
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
UTKCoAD
RT @AIANational What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/d6wwLuAU #aiachat
vollfinteriors
RT @UTKCoAD: RT @AIANational What should students learn in
architecture school? Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/d6wwLuAU #aiachat
AndreaLucarelli
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
MITarchitecture
MT @AIANational What should students learn in architecture school?
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Let's chat about it, Wed 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/TmXr3dy3 #aiachat
RT @AIANational: What should students learn in architecture school?
Let's chat Wed, 6/6 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/fVYnpugW RT if you're
joining us. #aiachat
RT @MITarchitecture: MT @AIANational What should students learn
in architecture school? Let's chat about it, Wed 6/6 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/TmXr3dy3 #aiachat
RT @MITarchitecture: MT @AIANational What should students learn
in architecture school? Let's chat about it, Wed 6/6 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/TmXr3dy3 #aiachat
Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on architecture education,
http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, (cont) http://t.co/ynFMQjgm
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
#aiachat today #architecture #design
At @txarchitect today for the council of the chairs meeting. Looking
forward to sneaking into #aiachat in a few minutes
Getting ready for #aiachat. Asking our recent grads how they feel
about #architecture #education.
RT @aianational: Join us for our #aiachat on #architecture
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#education, http://t.co/Yf5FgxYy We'll get started at 2pm ET. See you
then?
cpmartinez7
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
AIANational
Got a feeling you'll have a lot to say at today's #aiachat. Let's get a
jumpstart; introduce yourself. We'll start in 15 min.
d_d_architects
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
mike_kohn
Looking forward to today's #aiachat on #architecture education. Join
in the fun!
TROJungBrannen We will just be watching today's #aiachat session on Architecture
Education hosted by @AIANational - http://t.co/Ar730iXm ^NS
NeilSilva
Looking forward to following along with today's #aiachat session on
Architecture Education hosted by @AIANational http://t.co/Wmo5RW80
SunjayJK
RT @AIANational: Got a feeling you'll have a lot to say at today's #
aiachat. Let's get a jumpstart; introduce yourself. We'll start in 15 min.
AIANational
Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll chat about the future
of architecture and how education should respond. #aiachat
STEMConnector RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
AIANational
Who's here to chat? Introduce yourself! #aiachat
shamit
RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @AIANational: Today's the day! Join us for our #aiachat on
architecture education, http://t.co/fVYnpugW We'll get started at 2pm
ET. See you then?
AishaDBdesigner Hey everyone! Aisha Densmore-Bey, from Boston. See I told you I
would be here. :-) Ready to chat. #aiachat
VedereOnline
@AIANational HI, Vedere stopping by #aiachat! We love everything
you do!
tdatx
Tyler Adams, Dallas TX... Hi everybody #aiachat
mike_kohn
Hey everyone! Mike Kohn here, HR guy at SmithGroupJJR in DC. #
aiachat
SunjayJK
RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
AIAAZAssoc
RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
GRID3Consulting Mike A from GRID3 here in CHarlotte NC.#aiachat #aiachat
RLFarchitects
Marketing / Design team from Orlando, Florida, Hello all! #aiachat
AIANational
Welcome all! I’m @SybilWB, dir of SoMe at @aianational. Joining us
today is @szymanik, architect/AIA consultant for 2013 ARC. #aiachat
louisvb
Hey there! Louis v.B., engineering consultant (HVAC) from Munster,
IN (Chicago Area) #AIAChat
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AIANational

ARC is NAAB’s Accreditation Review Conference. AIA is seeking
input for future of education and practice for that conference. #
aiachat
Cynthia from Denver, CO #aiachat
MT @AIANational: ARC=NAAB’s Accreditation Review Conference.
AIA seeking input for future of education+practice for that. #aiachat
Why does #Kbtribechat and #aiachat have to happen at the same
time
Before we start, we’d like to thank our friends at @ReedConstrData
for sponsoring today’s chat. Follow them! #aiachat
RT @shamit: Why does #Kbtribechat and #aiachat have to happen at
the same time #kbtribechat
Don’t forget to number your responses with the number
corresponding to the question, e.g., Q1. To follow the chat, use the
tag #aiachat
Hey @tcpg, #aiachat is all about architecture education. Right up
your alley! :-) You participating today? Hope Pecha Kucha went well!
@AIANational am adroit interior designer+archi workin mainly outta
India-I would like 2C more Edu on affordable-green housing #aiachat
Hi Everyone! durkin + durkin architects joining in from Phoenix,
Arizona #aiachat
Q1. What skills do young architects need to practice over the next
5-10 years? #aiachat
Hey all, Susan WELKER here! #Aiachat
RT @AIANational: Q1. What skills do young architects need to
practice over the next 5-10 years? #aiachat
@AIANational more Students should B involved in
designing+constructing affordable-green housing in
developd+developing-poor regions #aiachat
#aiachat A1) We would like to see more education on universal
design and accessibility in residential building.
A little late but here for today's #aiachat
Q1: How about spending a week on the engineering side. Learn
about the guts of the building #AIAChat
Q1: applicable skills. #aiachat #archedu
A bit late - but I'm here #aiachat
Q1. It's so hard to say, things change so quickly.I think the
STRONGEST skill may be to learn how to quickly adapt. #aiachat
Rt "@AIANational: Q1. What skills do young architects need to
practice over the next 5-10 years? #aiachat"
RT @aianational: Q1. What skills do young architects need to
practice over the next 5-10 years? #aiachat
@louisvb Great idea for interdisciplinary awareness! #aiachat
RT @AishaDBdesigner: Q1. It's so hard to say, things change so
quickly.I think the STRONGEST skill may be to learn how to quickly
adapt. #aiachat
#aiachat Q1 - interdisciplinary education is invaluable - need to see
life/work from other team's shoes
Hello to all just joining us! We're on Q1: what skills will young
architects need 5-10 years. #aiachat
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Rt "@AIANational: Q1. What skills do young architects need to
practice over the next 5-10 years? #aiachat" #farqUNI
RLFarchitects
Q1 One area that seems deficient is their understanding of the
business of architecture #aiachat
willives
Will Ives from portland, or here for the #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q1. Work in teams+think on a global level. That may even include
being multi-lingual+learning how to REALLY collab with clients. #
aiachat
AIA_Media
Do architects regret not getting non design training? Accounting,
marketing, public speaking? Skills BUSINESS people need #aiachat
ladyaia
RT @RLFarchitects: Q1 One area that seems deficient is their
understanding of the business of architecture (agreed) #Aiachat
mike_kohn
Q1 Technical skills (putting a bld together), software (Revit, graphic
programs), comm. skills (client interaction, interviews) #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Yeah! RT @CannonDesign: #aiachat Q1 - interdisciplinary education
is invaluable - need to see life/work from other teams shoes #aiachat
jeffpleshek
Q1. Educate clients on the value of public space & urbanism,
walkability/transit, and sustainability beyond LEED #aiachat
HenneberyEddy Q1: They need to learn how to communicate with owners and
contractors, and collaborate with other design professionals. #aiachat
msauroraphd
RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
d_d_architects
Agreed! RT @RLFarchitects Q1 One area that seems deficient is their
understanding of the business of architecture #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Exactly! RT @AIA_Media: Do architects regret not getting non design
training? Accounting, marketing...? Skills BUSINESS people need #
aiachat
ladyaia
A1. Entrepreneurship skills, not just technicians opening shop. Reach
new markets for architecture skills. #Aiachat
BIMLACCD
RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
shamit
#aiachat Q1 most architects tend to be theoretical, they don't have
much on-site exposure, more exposure as interns on real projects
ACSAUpdate
RT @AIANational: Hello to all just joining us! We're on Q1: what skills
will young architects need 5-10 years. #aiachat
SunjayJK
1Sustainable-Durable Materials 2Affordable Green Housing-Lrg Bldgs
3Grn Retrofitting 4HiTech Urban Farming 5Luv-Respect 4Nature #
aiaChat
louisvb
Q1.Send the flames, but my impression is that many arch start w/
thinking aesthetics when there is so much more to the profession. #
AIAChat
shamit
Absolutely RT @RLFarchitects: Q1 One area that seems deficient is
their understanding of the business of architecture #aiachat
willives
Q1: Adaptation & crossdisciplinary skills will be key, the field is
changing constantly #aiachat
RLFarchitects
RT @ladyaia: A1. Entrepreneurship skills, not just technicians
opening shop. Reach new markets for architecture skills. #Aiachat
SasakiDesign
@RLFarchitects This is a great point #aiachat
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AishaDBdesigner MT:@papesch: Q1 @AIANational Ecological literacy, systems
thinking, aesthetics and play, psychology of individualsl - as a start #
aiachat
shamit
RT @louisvb: Q1.Send the flames, but my impression is that many
arch start w/ thinking aesthetics when there is so much more to the
profession. #AIAChat
tcpg
RT @louisvb: Q1.Send the flames, but my impression is that many
arch start w/ thinking aesthetics when there is so much more to the
profession. #AIAChat
szymanik
@louisvb No flames here. What would you recommend to
supplement aesthetics in education? #aiachat
AIANational
@louisvb No flames; you're among friends here :) #aiachat
GinaRavosa
RT @AIA_Media: Do architects regret not getting non design
training? Accounting, marketing, public speaking? Skills BUSINESS
people need #aiachat
tcpg
@cesararturovas #aiachat today #archedu
AishaDBdesigner @papesch #aiachat
RLFarchitects
Agree design is form AND function RT @louisvb: Q1 Send the flames
but my impression is that many arch start w/ thinking aesthetics. #
AIAChat
marangelis
RT @shamit: Absolutely RT @RLFarchitects: Q1 One area that
seems deficient is their understanding of the business of architecture
#aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat @louisvp Agreed. Architecture students, and older
architects, need to think 3-dimensionally and that takes real world
awareness.
szymanik
@willives Any thoughts as to how adaptation skills might be promoted
in the academy? #aiachat
mike_kohn
Professional practice courses that simulate real-world client
interactions/limitations are helpful. I've seen a few of those. #aiachat
14habibmohamed RT @AIANational: Welcome to #aiachat. For the next 90 mins we’ll
chat about the future of architecture and how education should
respond. #aiachat
AIANational
Q2 What are the opportunities that lie ahead in the next 5-10 years? #
aiachat
lucida_console
RT @AIANational: Q1. What skills do young architects need to
practice over the next 5-10 years? #aiachat
d_d_architects
opportunities for more collaboration and interdisciplinary design #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q1. I think besides being able to adapt, students need to learn how to
draw! Hello! You know by hand. Computer may not be there... #
aiachat
mfkopp
RT @AIANational: Q2 What are the opportunities that lie ahead in the
next 5-10 years? #aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat @louisvb Agreed. Architecture students, and older
architects, need to think 3-dimensionally and that takes real world
awareness
AishaDBdesigner RT @AIANational: Q2 What are the opportunities that lie ahead in the
next 5-10 years? #aiachat
RLFarchitects
@AIA_Media Q1 We find many architects lack the knowledge to
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market and present the skills they worked so hard to develop #
aiachat
S_Architecture
RT @AIANational: Q1. What skills do young architects need to
practice over the next 5-10 years? #aiachat
StuverevitS
I agree with @mike_kohn technical skills in #Revit as well as
discipline interaction with MEP and Structural is a must #aiachat
CannonDesign
#aiachat - the way technology is making it easier to learn anything
online increases everyone's ability to be multi-disciplinary Q2
willives
@szymanik breakdown the silos of curriculum paths and promote and
courses outside of design #aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat Q2) We're hoping to see more young architects involved in
urban design, walkable communities, universal design.
mike_kohn
Q2 Going off of what @CannonDesign said about tech., there is an
opportunity to be more mobile and flexible with work. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q2. I really think working interdisciplinary is where many will
fall.Meaning a designer will create bldgs, products, clothing, etc. #
aiachat
papesch
@StuverevitS @mike_kohn Yep! #aiachat
altaca
#aiachat Q1 - being practical, adaptable and creative, boom or
recession, good design is good design, whatever the economic cycle.
HenneberyEddy Q2: Our greatest opportunity is to rebrand the ourselves as a
profession of thinkers and problem solvers #aiachat
szymanik
@AishaDBdesigner So, should the education of an architect allow for
breadth of design opportunities OR study across disciplines? #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @HenneberyEddy: Q2: Our greatest opportunity is to rebrand the
ourselves as a profession of thinkers and problem solvers #aiachat
SasakiDesign
Agreed! @HenneberyEddy Q2: Our greatest opportunity is to rebrand
the ourselves as a profession of thinkers and problem solvers #
aiachat
louisvb
There is the opportunity to be multidisciplinary. But with tight margins,
do we have the time? @cannondesign: #aiachat
RLFarchitects
Agree RT @HenneberyEddy: Q2: Our greatest opportunity is to
rebrand the ourselves as a profession of thinkers and problem solvers
#aiachat
szymanik
@HenneberyEddy Is it rebranding or focusing / clarifying our
message? #aiachat
d_d_architects
@mike_kohn @CannonDesign Q2: especially building relationships
virtually, making our voices known globally, while working locally. #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @szymanik To me it's the same thing. Learning across disciplines will
train your mind to embrace all design opportunities. #aiachat
d_d_architects
Definitely! RT @HenneberyEddy Q2:Our greatest opportunity is to
rebrand ourselves as a profession of thinkers and problem solvers #
aiachat
szymanik
@AishaDBdesigner Thanks for clarifying. #aiachat
altaca
#aiachat, Q2 - create the right role, use student's strengths, give
practical experience, architecture is not just vision it has reality
AIANational
Q3 How can we bridge the divide between the academy and practice?
#aiachat
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HenneberyEddy

@szymanik rebranding externally and focusing/clarifying internally #
aiachat
papesch
@AishaDBdesigner @szymanik Design is design-smtimes good,
smtms bad. Learning to design = as much hard work as learning
engineering #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @AIANational: Q3 How can we bridge the divide between the
academy and practice? #aiachat
cesararturovas
@AIANational #aiachat We need teachers that are practicioners, not
just academics with little to no knowledge of real world design issues.
willives
Q2: as cleantech and sustainbility advance we have an opportunity to
be leaders in the global change in attitudes #aiachat
szymanik
@Parthenon1 Thanks Tara. What would your answer be? #aiachat
altaca
#aiachat, Q3 - we are a GC, bring people to sites, understand the
practical not just the theory, "its life just not as we know it" Star Trek
papesch
@AIANational by AIA focusing on getting fair compensation for
contribution to value by every architect #aiachat
StuverevitS
Q3 A3 an option - bring in guest lecturers from area firms to speak &
share about real world design issues #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q3: Stronger focus on mentoring and internships. I agree with
@cesararturovas. More practitioners teaching. #aiachat
papesch
@cesararturovas @AIANational Well said - you speak from
experience! ;-) #aiachat
SasakiDesign
Q3 Ongoing dialogue! The academy and the practice should
perpetually look for opportunities to collaborate. #aiachat
FirmAbility
Hello #architecture friends!! Sorry to be late...nn#aiachat
mike_kohn
Q3 I think the discussion of "business of arch" is spot on. Maybe
incorporate acctg, PM, comm. skills, interpersonal skills. #aiachat
szymanik
@SasakiDesign Any suggestions or case studies we should look at
where this has been done well? #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q3: I think mentoring up as well as down. I LOVE to learn from older
architects, and they also like to hear from us young folks. #aiachat
cvandevere
RT @cesararturovas: #aiachat We need teachers that r practicioners,
not just academics w little to no knowledge of real world design
issues.
cesararturovas
@papesch @AIANational #aiachat As you do, Peter. We know this
to be a crucial issue in our own experience.
AIANational
@FirmAbility No worries; glad you could make it. We're discussing
bridging gap between practice and academy. #aiachat
pascii
Need for a structure that moves away from silos to a more
problem-based learning system with interdisciplinary centers #aiachat
RLFarchitects
@SasakiDesign: Absolutely and not just on design, but things that
develop individuals and firms as successful practitioners #aiachat
Israahanafi
RT @AIANational: Q3 How can we bridge the divide between the
academy and practice? #aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @cesararturovas: @papesch @AIANational #aiachat As you do,
Peter. We know this to be a crucial issue in our own experience. #
aiachat
USACarpetBlooms RT @aianational: Hello to all just joining us! We're on Q1: what skills
will young architects need 5-10 years. #aiachat
VanirCareers
RT @CannonDesign #aiachat Q1 - interdisciplinary education is
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Parthenon1

invaluable - need to see life/work from other team's shoes
@aianational: Q1 - improve their ability to hand draw &
understand/relate to other disciplines. #aiachat
@cvandevere @cesararturovas Yes we do!!! Teachers that know
what is happening in the industry #aiachat
RT @mike_kohn: Q3 I think the discussion of "business of arch" is
spot on. Maybe incorporate acctg, PM, comm. skills, interpersonal
skills. #aiachat
@RLFarchitects Agreed. A well-rounded development has benefits for
everyone. #aiachat
Q3: Bring more practitioners into design schools and encourage
students to intern at a range of different design firms #aiachat
Q3: students must be proactive, but leaders in firms must make the
time & effort #aiachat
q3 A more collaborative teaching environment w/ practitioners &
academics working as teams with students. #aiachat
Q3 I agree with the consensus. Practitioners as teachers / mentors
can only do good in bringing to students to the real world #AIAChat
@RLFarchitects Agree! #aiachat
RT @cvandevere: q3 A more collaborative teaching environment w/
practitioners & academics working as teams with students. #aiachat
Seems like we have a consensus on how to bridge the gap. Let's
move to Q4. #aiachat
Q4 Should we promote licensure in the academy? If so, how? #
aiachat
#aiachat @sasakidesign Q3) Also need input from those outside the
field = academics, working architects, builders, planners, clients.
RT @AIANational: Q4 Should we promote licensure in the academy?
If so, how? #aiachat
@AIANational great topic!! #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Q2 What are the opportunities that lie ahead in the
next 5-10 years? #aiachat
#aiachat, Q3, learn what your client's budget is, your design will not
be later compromised by the GC who has to build it to that budget
Q4: We should ALWAYS promote licensure. Not saying that having a
license makes u a good archi, but just from a legal standpoint. #
aiachat
Late to the show, but I'm here! Looks like some great conversation so
far! #aiachat
A4 Absolutely. As much as I don't like "teaching to the test," we
should educate students in all aspects of the ARE. #aiachat
@AishaDBdesigner @AIANational Boy, should we ever. That is the
only publicly-acknowledged usefulness of architects!! #aiachat
Q4: Promote what's important (all the issues stated earlier), but
encourage getting licensed. Mentors help. Mentors=Cheerleaders. #
aiachat
@szymanik Like this http://t.co/QrfOUeFz (Q3) #aiachat
Q4: Explain licensure at the beginning of the program, instead of at
the end. If they know early on, they can work towards goal #aiachat
A4 What is the need for licensure if we rely on engineer's for the true
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HSW of our work? #PlayingDevilsAdvocate for sake of debate #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @papesch: @AishaDBdesigner @AIANational Boy, should we
ever. That is the only publicly-acknowledged usefulness of architects!!
#aiachat
DCarsonCPA_NY RT @AIANational: Seems like we have a consensus on how to bridge
C
the gap. Let's move to Q4. #aiachat
louisvb
Q2 Sorry for digression. Net Zero presents huge op in next 5 to 10
years. Buildings with MINIMAL impact across scorecard. #AIAChat
AIANational
@arwilson87 Hi Ashley; glad you made it :) #aiachat
cesararturovas
@AIANational #aiachat Licensure is the very essence of practice.
Our profession doesn't exist if building permits are allowed without
one.
HenneberyEddy q4: Yes! Teach students about the path to licensure, and that they
don't need to be intimidated by the process #aiachat
#themoreyouknow
altaca
#aiachat Q4 protect the qualification ARCHITECT too many people
use this term but are not qualified to do so & bring everyone down
with them
willives
Q4: Yes, but we should also promote licensure in the profession! #
aiachat
Amarchitx
Yes... students should be encouraged to pursue licensure... but at the
same time, they should understand the value, the why. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@cesararturovas ...but society can survive on the Engineer's stamp,
eh? #aiachat
cvandevere
q4 Yes discussion of licensure should be a part of an architectural
program as well as business. #aiachat
cesararturovas
@altaca #aiachat Difficult when education is watered down to pass
students along for financial gain.
szymanik
@Amarchitx good to see you here. I think that the value + the why
would be encouragement enough. #aiachat
arwilson87
Agreed! RT @willives: Q4: Yes, but we should also promote licensure
in the profession! #aiachat
cesararturovas
@Parthenon1 #aiachat engineering, architecture, development,
very, very different things all together. To each his own.
RLFarchitects
@Amarchitx Great point, it has both personal and professional
development benefits #aiachat
JA_Castillo
Q4 - Yes, promote licensure. I would think that if you want to see your
work done & have ownership of it, you should get licensed. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@altaca People know the inherent difference between an IT architect
and a building or residential architect. This is not the core. #aiachat
ladyaia
Aw, you are up to question four already! Finally back in office. Have
to catch up quick! #aiachat
mike_kohn
Exactly. RT @JA_Castillo: I would think that if you want to see your
work done & have ownership of it, you should get licensed. #aiachat
cesararturovas
@Parthenon1 @altaca #aiachat but it is; had a contractor tell a client
last week, "We are our own architects". Really!
papesch
@Parthenon1 Q4 archs = trained to design balanced bldgs, a
partly-intangible process; engineers are needed for qtfblepracticality#
aiachat
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Parthenon1

@cesararturovas Yes, I agree-- and this is the what, the essence of
what differentiates architects &what we need to promote 2public #
aiachat
IMTAmanda
RT @louisvb: Q2 Sorry for digression. Net Zero presents huge op in
next 5 to 10 years. Buildings with MINIMAL impact across scorecard.
#AIAChat
Amarchitx
Also having an academic stream towards licensure will help bring
some reality to the academic world esp during the last year. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q4: You put in the blood, sweat + literal tears for this profession, you
may as well AT LEAST be recognized by the law! #justsayin #aiachat
AIANational
Q5 Should we promote the alternative futures that exist for those
pursuing an architectural education in the schools? If so, how? #
aiachat
altaca
@cesararturovas #aiachat - no way everyone will be Norman Foster,
quality of work will see through always, takes perseverance plus
talent
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat Thanks for a good chat. We'll be covering PCBC later this
month for http://t.co/o9ODQzfV. Hope to see some of you there.
pagoulatostj3
aiachat
cvandevere
Q4 Still technically unless you're licensed one cannot even be called
an architect. including IT. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@cesararturovas This is where schools could improve the most.
Weed out students who truly are not cut out to become practitioners.
#aiachat
Amarchitx
@altaca #aiachat One of my biggest pet peeves. Protect the title
ARCHITECT! But that's a whole other AIA discussion...
arwilson87
@szymanik @Amarchitx So who has the answer to the "value" or
"why" question? Where is it explicitly stated? #aiachat
ladyaia
Q5 sure, even within the traditional profession their are alternatives.
Sharing case studies of others paths would seem ethical. #aiachat
cpmartinez7
Couldn't we integrate IDP&studying 4 ARE while still in habit of
studying for tests? Perhaps the shorter path would b encouraging #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q5: Yes. Like @altaca stated, not everyone will be designers, but
everyone in school has SOMETHING to contribute. Technical, etc... #
aiachat
altaca
@Parthenon1 #aiachat not my point, I know many clients who do not
even ask about qualifications, they just accept "I am an Architect"
mike_kohn
Q5 Students should have the right to make their own choices presenting pros and cons of options seems like the right thing to do. #
aiachat
JA_Castillo
RT @AishaDBdesigner: Q4: You put in the blood, sweat + literal tears
for this profession, you may as well AT LEAST be recognized by the
law! #justsayin #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @Parthenon1 I disagree that schools should cut out people who are
not fit. That is TOTALLY subjective. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@cvandevere someone needs to inform Microsoft and Bill Gates and
a ton of IT recruiters of this fact! :) #aiachat
arwilson87
Q5 Yes. If those "alternative career" individuals "pass up" licensure,
they will still be great ambassadors for our profession. #aiachat
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cvandevere

Q5 an architectural education teaches one how to think and
synthesize information in many different ways. It is transferable! #
aiachat
altaca
@cvandevere #aiachat - how many Clients actually understand and
check this........? Yes, a technical question, but it is reality
cvandevere
@Parthenon1 LOL, That's true they missed that memo or e-mail I
guess!! #aiachat
SunjayJK
@AIANational by sending students 4 eg summer internships 2 help in
green affordable housing projects, & retrofitting of innercities #aiachat
willives
Q5: There and many paths in the design field, we should educate and
encourage students to explore. Firm work isn't for all #aiachat
Parthenon1
@altaca I'm sorry...what was your point? I'm on a phone and am
having trouble following the discussion. Please expound...thanks! :) #
aiachat
papesch
@AIANational #aiachat Q5 architects are trained as creative
coordintrs of many ideas; that's wht makes thm so valuable whn
leaving the field
cesararturovas
@arwilson87 #aiachat Then the reference of how many architects
are licensed in a firm should not be a criteria to profile a firm's ability.
HenneberyEddy q5 Teach creative/critical thought and strong #design skills. It will
serve students well no matter where their interests take them #
aiachat
d_d_architects
Great first time joining this chat. Very inspiring and thoughtful convos.
#aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @Parthenon1 We all know some FAMOUS archis who were told that
they were not fit back in school. #aiachat
Amarchitx
@arwilson87 #aiachat Value and the why come down to
understanding what the profession is really about the reality of
working as an architect
JA_Castillo
@cvandevere: I would venture that a "design education" teaches the
same things...says the landscape architect. Q5 - #aiachat
Sutan89Hendy
RT @AIANational: Hello to all just joining us! We're on Q1: what skills
will young architects need 5-10 years. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@AishaDBdesigner Yes, therein lies the heart of the problem: that
architecture is Art (subjective) + Technology (1+1=2). Imbalanced #
aiachat
cesararturovas
@AishaDBdesigner @Parthenon1 #aiachat Exactly, and who were
they that told them , what were their qualifications as
practicioners/teachers.
AIANational
Q6 Do you see an integrated practice as the future of the profession?
#aiachat
altaca
#aiachat - the most practical person I work with is an architectural
technician - not qualified, could teach a lot to up & coming architects
cpmartinez7
Not every licensed architect is still passionate about the profession #
aiachat
cvandevere
@altaca I agree but in part it very rarely is enforced but the State
boards. #aiachat
ELMplan
MT @papesch: #aiachat architects are trained as creative
coordinators of many ideas; that's what makes them so valuable
when leaving field
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papesch

@cesararturovas We can qualify the HSW, but not the design nor the
problem-solving skills. #dilemma #aiachat
#aiachat - Q6 - integrated practice = jack of all trades, master of
none... ?
@cesararturovas I don't think # of licensees is synonymous w/ability,
but rather provides profession w/power of representation. #aiachat
YES...without a doubt RT @aianational: Q6 Do you see an integrated
practice as the future of the profession? #aiachat
@JA_Castillo That maybe true but I think Arch ed is more
encompassing since it includes most others. jack of all trades :) #
aiachat
Q6: Integrated practice(s). Collaboration of designers, engineers,
builders, makers as one office not individuals. #aiachat
Q5 Architecture has a variety of niches for those qualified and
interested. Most just aren't aware until they enter the job market. #
aiachat
Q3 We had a great discussion @Txarchitect about 40 year old
interns.Why do you think so many make their choice to remain an
intern? #aiachat
@cpmartinez7 excellent point and is most likely due to a sour exp. My
husband met an MArch who is more successful,happier RE broker #
aiachat
Q6 I think survival will require it! #aiachat
@altaca: I see integrated as having various disciplines/trades working
together under one roof. Each are masters of their trade. #aiachat
@cvandevere #aiachat - true, same in the UK, same where I am
based (Russia) - no excuse though. As a GC we have to be licensed
& prove it!
q6: We hope so - the best projects tend to be the result of an
integrated #design process. #aiachat
@altaca So, if integrated practice isn't where practice is headed, what
do you think will be the future of the profession? #aiachat
@AIANational Would be nice but not sure industry/contractors will
give up control. #aiachat
MT @cvandevere: #architectural #education teaches one how to think
& synthesize information in different ways. It is transferable! #aiachat
Q6 If we're going to make high-performance building standard, we
can't get there w/o integrated practice. #aiachat
@arwilson87 @Amarchitx I don't know that it has been explicitly
stated… Should it be? by whom? #aiachat
@cesararturovas w/loss of generation of architects (as some say),
power of architects' license-w/some state boards-could decrease. #
aiachat
@szymanik #aiachat - work with the MEP & structural engineers,
stick to being a professional in your own field, build relationships.
@arwilson87 #aiachat Yes, the next generation will dictate the norm.
@Parthenon1 I've met several that left the prof & are happy. And
many that are not licensed&promote the prof passionately #aiachat
@AIANational #aiachat ideally, intgrtd practice=all stakehldrs of bldg
sector! Like any totalitarian systm, that probably won't work.
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AIANational

Q7 What do you want the profession to look like in the future? #
aiachat
Parthenon1
@arwilson87 re:power in numbers as good representation-- we're
only as strong/respected as our weakest link/member.
#NeedExpertise #aiachat
altaca
@szymanik #aiachat, otherwise GCs will start going back to the
beginning & design build will rule really do not want this - mediocre
results
AishaDBdesigner RT @AIANational: Q7 What do you want the profession to look like in
the future? #aiachat
cesararturovas
@arwilson87 #aiachat bottom line, a license does not a great
architect make. A mentor, a creator, a collaborator, an integrator.
cesararturovas
@AIANational #aiachat with RESPECT.
AishaDBdesigner Q7: More diverse first and foremost. More women, ethnicities,
wheelchair, etc. I believe everyone has a story to tell in this biz. #
aiachat
arwilson87
@szymanik @Amarchitx Don't think any1 has made explicit statement
on value b/c we (profession) are poor communicators of our worth. #
aiachat
willives
Q7: A hiphop music video #aiachat
cvandevere
q6 I see integrated practice as one where all architect(s) +
consultants + contractors are working from the same virtual model. #
aiachat
ticklemyhunypot Yes, But where are all the mentors? RT @cesararturovas
@arwilson87 #aiachat bottom line, a license does not a ...
http://t.co/U62aVfWo
cvandevere
RT @AishaDBdesigner: Q7: More diverse first and foremost. More
women, ethnicities, wheelchair, etc. I believe everyone has a story to
tell in this biz. #aiachat
ELMplan
RT @RTKLAssociates: MT @cvandevere: #architectural #education
teaches one how to think & synthesize information in different ways. It
is transferable! #aiachat
szymanik
@willives Wouldn't we all… Wouldn't we all… #aiachat
Amarchitx
@altaca @szymanik #aiachat This is my concern, the hope with IP is
that somehow archs will be back in charge. Will the industry allow
this?
Parthenon1
Q7: imo, the future of the profession depends on the economy,
centers on sustainability, and foretold by MIT's House_n project. #
aiachat
arwilson87
@cesararturovas Tell that to state boards of architecture. #aiachat
willives
Q7: Seriously though: exciting, extreme, pushing bounderies, and
experimenting. #aiachat
jaidabo7
aiachat
mike_kohn
Oh gosh I hope so. RT @willives: Q7: A hiphop music video #aiachat
cvandevere
Q7 One that is not seen as something mystical but rather one that
provides a useful service and the public knows it! #aiachat
HenneberyEddy q7: A collaborative working environment amongst design
professionals, and a public that recognizes and values quality design.
#aiachat
cesararturovas
@arwilson87 #aiachat The state boards are governed by economics;
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HenneberyEddy
arwilson87

we do not supply that. Developers, contractors do - we follow them.
#aiachat - Q7 - from a viewpoint as a GC, a lot more professional
than it is now. Too many basic mistakes whilst trying to be too
creative
RT@cvandevere: Q7 One that is not seen as something mystical but
rather one that provides a useful service and the public knows it! #
aiachat
@AIANational #aiachat Q7 Industry acknowledging value/importance
of architects at the local/municipal/permitting level.
@cesararturovas My education provided those things, but arch ed
often ignores reality that business skills are key- & those I lack. #
aiachat
@AIANational Q6 At a firm level, absolutely. We should all
understand the part we play, as well as the roles of others. #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Q7 What do you want the profession to look like in
the future? #aiachat
@arwilson87 #aiachat It took me 12 years to get enough experience
to run my own business. Nothing I learned in school.
RT @cvandevere: Q7 One that is not seen as something mystical but
rather one that provides a useful service & the public knows it! #
aiachat
Q6 But we shouldn't forget the value of specialization. Jack of all
trades, master of none. #aiachat
We've reached the end of our chat. Lots of great ideas shared today
with @szymanik. Thanks to all for taking time to chat with us. #
aiachat
@Parthenon1 Sounds good! Thanks #aiachat
@cvandevere I couldn't agree with you more! Let's demystify the
profession! #aiachat
@cesararturovas Amen!!! You can say that again. Learned nothing
about biz in school. #aiachat
@AIANational @szymanik #aiachat Thanks for hosting - always
good to share openly with colleagues.
@AIANational Thanks for hosting, see you next month. #aiachat
Thanks to all for joining the conversation. Please continue to forward
thoughts and concerns to me via tweets. #aiachat
RT @cesararturovas: It took me 12 years to get enough experience to
run my own business. Nothing I learned in school. #aiachat
Great chat everyone! Thanks to @AIANational for organizing, as
always, and @szymanik for being a part of the dialogue. #aiachat
@AIANational Thanks looks like another great chat! Sorry for getting
here late. #aiachat
Thanks @aianational for another great chat. The time always speeds
by. #aiachat
@cesararturovas @arwilson87 but real world experience can't be
simulated in schools, it needs to be learned in the profession #
aiachat
Thanks for a great chat everyone. See you next month #aiachat
Great discussion! Thanks to @AIANational and @szymanik for
hosting! #aiachat
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szymanik

Also, the AIA is hosting a KnowledgeNet community on this topic.
Join us the conversation here: http://t.co/B5SU0yPl #aiachat
cvandevere
Great chat everyone! Tweet y'all next month! #aiachat
AIANational
We'll skip next month's chat as it falls on Independence Day for us
American tweeps. See you same time, same place on Aug. 1. #
aiachat
ELMplan
YES MT @henneberyeddy #architecture as collab working enviro
amongst design profs w/ a public that recognizes/values quality
design #aiachat
altaca
#aiachat - Q7 - as a follow on - be creative but remember fire codes
and the like, otherwise you are on a downhill slope, trust will be lost
cpmartinez7
Thank U & look forward to participating on the next one #aiachat
willives
Great #aiachat. Looking forward to more in the future!
AishaDBdesigner MT @AIANational: Well skip next months chat as it falls on
Independence Day. See you same time, same place on Aug. 1. #
aiachat
arwilson87
@willives @cesararturovas Yes of course, but there's no harm in
more professional practice material taught at an earlier stage. #
aiachat
ReedConstrData @AIANational It was our pleasure to sponsor #aiachat. We love and
respect architects & AIA.
Buckeyes1117
RT @AIANational: We've reached the end of our chat. Lots of great
ideas shared today with @szymanik. Thanks to all for taking time to
chat with us. #aiachat
ELMplan
RT @AIANational: We'll skip next month's chat as it falls on
Independence Day for us American tweeps. See you same time,
same place on Aug. 1. #aiachat
JA_Castillo
RT @AIANational: We'll skip next month's chat as it falls on
Independence Day for us American tweeps. See you same time,
same place on Aug. 1. #aiachat
arwilson87
RT @szymanik: Also, AIA is hosting a KnowledgeNet community on
this topic. Join the conversation here: http://t.co/JQeDuMWD #
aiachat
Amarchitx
@AIANational #aiachat Thanks will try to be back on the 1st.
Buckeyes1117
RT @AIANational: Q7 What do you want the profession to look like in
the future? #aiachat
cvandevere
@arwilson87 I know. That's in part why people don't know if they
really need us or not. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @papesch Glad you were able to participate in #aiachat! :-)
louisvb
Thanks for the great discussion guys. Good to hear some things for
the "other side!" =) #AIAChat
arwilson87
RT @ReedConstrData: @AIANational It was our pleasure to sponsor
#aiachat. We love and respect architects & AIA. #aiachat
Buckeyes1117
RT @arwilson87: RT @szymanik: Also, AIA is hosting a
KnowledgeNet community on this topic. Join the conversation here:
http://t.co/JQeDuMWD #aiachat
Buckeyes1117
RT @ticklemyhunypot: Yes, But where are all the mentors? RT
@cesararturovas @arwilson87 #aiachat bottom line, a license does
not a ... http://t.co/U62aVfWo
Buckeyes1117
RT @AishaDBdesigner: Q7: More diverse first and foremost. More
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women, ethnicities, wheelchair, etc. I believe everyone has a story to
tell in this biz. #aiachat
#aiachat, never participated before, will do in future and hope I bring
a different perspective that others can appreciate.
RT @AishaDBdesigner: Q4: You put in the blood, sweat + literal tears
for this profession, you may as well AT LEAST be recognized by the
law! #justsayin #aiachat
@DavidZach @parhtenon1 @arwilson87 LOL, I think you will still
have plenty of creative freedom to add your touch. #aiachat
RT @AIA_Media: Do architects regret not getting non design
training? Accounting, marketing, public speaking? Skills BUSINESS
people need #aiachat
Darn! Missed the #AIAchat. Need to mark my calendar better!
RT @arwilson87: RT @ReedConstrData: @AIANational It was our
pleasure to sponsor #aiachat. We love and respect architects & AIA.
#aiachat
@Buckeyes1117 @ticklemyhunypot "Mentors" are too busy bidding
on/searching for projects & pushing work out for ridiculous deadlines
#aiachat
It has been a few months, but it's great to have made today's #
aiachat! Thx for letting someone from #landarch chime in. See you in
August!
@AIANational Thank you for hosting! It's a great way to connect with
others in the field. #aiachat
thanks all for today's #aiachat. Vote for us in ABj #socialmadness
http://t.co/VVDFLvmj #aiachat
RT @ladyaia: thanks all for today's #aiachat. Vote for us in ABj
#socialmadness http://t.co/VVDFLvmj #aiachat
@louisvb #aiachat, never got chance to respond, absolutely, totally
agree...
#Architects: MT @szymanik: Thanks for joining the conversation. Pls
continue to forward thoughts & concerns to me via tweets. #AIAchat.
#in
aiachat
@AIANational Aw, I missed today's #aiachat. I'll have to look at the
transcript. It's on the website, correct?
Rob Garra talks about how A/E firms can best work to meet clients
needs - http://t.co/zEfc2Vs5 #aiachat #aecsm

